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COPYRIGHT STATEMENT
This special report is Copyright © 2017 Neil and Jen Bakewell and Burton Crown
Limited (Authors).
All Rights Reserved. Published in the United Kingdom.
No part of this special report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by an
information storage and retrieval system without permission in writing from the
Authors.
For the avoidance of doubt, this special report is for your personal use only. You may
not share the special report with any person or company. You may not re-sell the
special report in whole or in part. You may not re-package the special report into a
new report or product.
LIMITS OF LIABILITY
Facts and information are believed to be accurate and correct at the time they were
published. All data provided in this special report is to be used for information
purposes only.
The information contained within is not intended to provide specific legal, financial or
tax advice, or any other advice whatsoever, for any individual or company.
You recongnise that the authors have no liability whatsoever in terms of how you use
or otherwise the information contained in this special report.
EARNINGS DISCLAIMER
Any earning statements, or any earnings statements, or any examples of the results
of specific strategies are only guidelines and illustrations of what may be possible.
They are not representative of average results.
There is no assurance you will do as well as stated in the examples. You recongise
examples outlined in this report illustrate exceptional examples and should not be
considered average numbers. You understand that the typical purchaser will not
have the same experience level as those illustrated and that the authors have not
applied or guaranteed that anyone will achieve the same or similar results as those
illustrated. The majority of purchasers results will differ from those illustrated in the
examples.
You recognize and agree that the Authors have made no implications, warranties,
promises, suggestions, projections, representations or guarantees whatsoever to
you about future prospects or earnings, or that you will earn any money whatsoever,
with respect to your purchase of this special report, and that the Authors have not
authorized any such projection, promise or representation by others.
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Any forward looking projections, statements or trends are fully intended to be
estimates. You accept that the Authors are only able to provide estimates or
projections and that any such statements are not guaranteed.
Your success in using the information or strategies provided in this special report
depends on a variety of factors that are almost limitless, ranging from personal
motivation and work ethic through to national and global economy performance. The
Authors have no way of knowing how well you will do. Therefore, they do not
guarantee or imply that you will earn any money or income from applying the
information. You also recongise and accept that there is the risk of losing money, as
with any business activity.
The Authors assume no responsibility for any losses or damages resulting from your
use of any link, information or opportunity contained in this special report.
You should always conduct your own due diligence before engaging in any business
or business strategy.
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What is in this report?
The primary focus of this report is about action steps that you can take
to breath life into your back catalogue.
It outlines a number of different methods that you can use to inject
some life back into your old titles or poorly performing titles.
You should read carefully the different methods and decide which to
apply for which particular title, some should be used very soon after
you have released a book, others months or possibly even years after
you have released a particular title.
Even small changes and small actions can make difference. Just make
sure that you do SOMETHING!
Even if you don’t have a significant back catalogue you can STILL
use the information in this report. The CPR method contains a pretty
handy checklist that can be followed whenever you release a new
title.
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Introduction
Everything dies.
It is a sad fact of life that each and every one of us has known for a
very long time.
Kindle books are absolutely no different.
They all have their own individual life cycle. Just like human beings,
some of these life cycles are long while others tend to be short.
Regretfully, some kindle books’ life cycles barely start in the first
place, before death washes over them.
As a publisher, what you need to do is maintain the life cycle of your
books for as long as possible. The longer your books are "alive", the
more money you will make in terms of book sales, Kindle page reads
and associated income.
Think about it, you have done all the hard work in terms of actually
giving birth to your creation. There is an expectation that at that point
you can let it go into the world, where it will grow and reward you in
terms of sales and money. Regrettably, the birth is simply the
beginning. You need to nurture and care for it so it will grow.
Keeping your book “alive” is the tricky part of the publishing process.
There is something that you haven’t been told about kindle books.
Something that people like to keep secret.
Nasty things are out there that are trying to kill your kindle book in its
tracks and cut its life cycle short.
These nasty things are “diseases.”
Bad reviews are a prime example of such a disease. Bad reviews can
be likened to a serious sickness which can seriously harm and shorten
the life cycle of a book very, very rapidly. In fact, if you get infected
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with enough bad reviews, your book will reach the end of its life
cycle in record time. You will watch in frustration as other books,
without the bad review infection, continue to grow and prosper, and
you’re left with nothing to do but nurse a dying book.
Nurturing your book is just as important for extending the lifecycle.
Failing to give a book proper nutrition in terms of promotion is also
one sure way to ensure a very short life cycle for your particular title.
Fortunately, this report will show you how to extend life cycles and,
more importantly, how to breathe life back into your entire back
catalogue.
Just imagine all those books, or assets as you should really consider
them, springing back to life, making you money on a daily basis.
What sort of change would that make to your monthly income?
How do we go about breathing life into a dying or dead back
catalogue?
We need to understand that not every book is going to need the same
treatment when it registers into the book hospital. Just like human
beings, a prognosis will have to be given and then a treatment plan
applied specific to that book.
Therefore, we have various tactics or treatments that you may wish to
apply to your books, depending on the severity of the sickness, or
even, death that it may well have experienced.
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THE CPR METHOD
Fortunately, I’m not going to be suggesting you start hammering on
the chest of your book or breathing down its nose!
CPR stands for cover, promo, re-list.

This is the least severe of all the strategies we are going to discuss in
this report.
This is for books that have probably just been released, but really
have not made the real headway you would have initially liked.

TOP TIP
DON’T WAIT TOO LONG TO START APPLYING CPR.
IF A BOOK HASN’T PERFORMED AS YOU PLANNED, START
APPLYING CPR WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF RELEASE.
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The cover
I always tend to look at the cover first when a book has been launched
and it isn't doing well. The cover is the aspect that immediately
attracts a reader's eye, draws them in and makes them want to find out
more about your particular title.
Poor covers can kill a book straight away.
In the early days of indie-publishing you could throw up a book with
an awful cover and still expect it to sell. These days there are very,
very few books that do well with poor covers. One of the huge fatal
errors we see all the time, is people failing to go to the trouble (or
more commonly, the expense) of getting a professional cover
designed.
If you are NOT a graphic designer please, please heed my guidance:
do not design the cover yourself.
Of course, you may have a good, professionally designed cover, but
STILL the book is not doing well. It happens! Maybe the cover, as
good as it is, doesn’t resonate with your audience.
A change can make all the difference.
Remember, you can change your cover as often as you like!
Many people aren’t aware of this, or haven’t grasped that changing
covers could be the difference between a successful book and a dire
failure.
It makes sense that, if the book hasn't taken off, the first remedy is to
completely redesign your cover.
What I recommend is that you study other covers in your particular
genre, and make your book as similar to the bestselling titles in style
as possible.
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This is an area where you DON’T want to be seen to be unique.
If your cover stands out for all the wrong reasons, i.e. it is completely
different to others in that genre, then the readers are going to assume
that your book doesn't have the essential elements of that particular
genre and that it will not give them the experience that they desire. As
a result, your book won’t sell, it will fall in sales rank and it will drift
closer and closer to death.
For example, if all the book covers in your particular category depict
handsome, attractive couples and yours offers a picture of a clown,
then it isn't going to fit in and you are going to have problems.
You need to look at these essential elements of cover design.
Ask yourself - What do the bestsellers have on their covers?
A re they humans?
A re they landscapes?
A re they abstract scenes?
A re they objects such as cars?
Once you have determined the core element of the cover you have to
dig deeper still.
If the core element is human beings then start asking common
questions:
A re they couples?
A re they men?
A re they women?
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A re they good looking or plain?
A re they dressed in period costume?
A re they fully clothed?
Is there A NY THING else that stands out as being common?
For example, I’ve noticed one genre where all the women on the
covers are wearing white, and it wasn’t about marriage!
I have no idea why this was a common trend but if that is what
readers want and expect, give it to them.
All these questions should be checked off to ensure that your cover
matches those expectations.
The same is true with the fonts on the covers. Again, you want to
follow the feel of the fonts of the leading, bestselling titles. Once
again, any difference from the norm might cause warning bells to
sound in your reader's mind.
So, are the fonts all curly and swirly?
Or are they hard and heavy?
A re particular colours commonly used?
Next, consider the actual layout.
W hat about the position of items on the cover?
Do the best-selling authors present their names at the top or the
bottom?
A re the author names bigger than the titles?
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Model the bestselling titles in your genre; by fitting in with the other
titles, the potential reader will assume that your book possesses all the
right elements expected from a book in that genre. If you have all that,
then the chances of getting a sale when someone looks at your book
are going to increase considerably.

The image above shows the Sports Romance chart.
Straight away you can spot the essential elements of a cover in this
genre.
Before you proceed, see if you can spot EVERYTHING you need.
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1. A young, handsome, muscular man with his shirt off.
2. The image of the man dominates the cover. There are essential
no backgrounds of note.
3. The fonts are very masculine in nature.
4. There is an element of bright almost lurid element of colour in
the title.
5. The title does not overpower the image of the man. The author
name is at the bottom of the cover.

Yes, not ALL the covers in the screen shot follow all the rules above.
The book at number 3 shows the lips of a “beautiful” couple kissing.
But it DOES display a lot of the elements outline.
Personally I find cover 3 the MOST appealing of all the covers
displayed. However, I would NOT produce a cover like that. I would
follow the very trend of the shirtless man.
Make sure you are not influenced by personal preferences as opposed
to what readers expect. Possibly this is the reason you are having to
go through the CPR process in the first place?

Promotion
You need to ask yourself two very honest questions:
1. How much promotion did you do for this title?
2. How good was the quality of your promotion for this title?
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Even if you have every single aspect of your book right; a killer title,
a brilliant cover that creates impact and a compelling blurb, unless
you can get eyeballs on that book, it simply won't sell.
Remember: eyeballs = sales
The only way to get eyeballs on your book when it is released is
through promotion.
Ask yourself what promotion you did?
Let me be clear. A couple of posts on your own Facebook wall and a
handful of tweets aren’t enough.
You need paid promotion.
My principal method of promotion for all books is with Facebook
adverts.
In fact, if I can't promote a book on Facebook, then I simply won't
write it in the first place.
(THAT SINGLE PIECE OF INFORMATION COULD SAVE YOU
$$$ AND MANY LOST HOURS)
Facebook
Facebook allows you to target adverts to a highly targeted proportion
of the population. You can target your adverts purely to people who
like your genre of books or those who like the major authors in your
particular genre.
You can target just the men or solely the women. You can target
specific age ranges. You can even target ethic origin and marital
status if you wish.
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If I wanted, I could target those women who speak Spanish, who are
single, between the ages of 35 and 45 and living in my home town of
Burton on Trent… and are fans of Stephen King books! My guess is
that there wouldn’t be many. But If I wanted to, I could.
Use the opportunity afforded by Facebook wisely and make sure that
you actually promote the book on release. Normally, we promote
every single new release for between three to five days. We do this as
soon as possible after it has gone live on Amazon.
We try to construct a reader avatar before we release.
A re the readers likely to be men or women or both?
How old are they likely to be?
And the most important of all. W hat are their interests?
For example if I had written a contemporary romance book I would
be looking at targeting JUST woman. Yes, some men do read
romance books, but they are such a small proportion of the total that
they are worth forgetting.
(Another great tip – never market to EVERYONE. Decide on who
your core readers are going to be and JUST TARGET THEM. Forget
those that aren’t the majority.)
I’d then consider my age ranges. If it was a “Coming of A ge” type
contemporary romance with young characters, I would focus
primarily on the younger age ranges… probably below 25. Again, it
doesn’t mean that older people aren’t going to read the book, it just
means that you are targeting the group that are the MOST likely to
buy.
If the characters in the book are a little older, and perhaps the focus of
the romance is on second chance love, then I would target 35 to
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65plus women. This is the group of people that are MOST likely to
buy.
Then I would target what these people are interested in, which is
ROMANCE BOOKS. In fact, Facebook allow you to often target
very detailed sub-niches of romance books, so you can really focus in
on the MOST likely people to buy.
How much should you spend on Facebook adverts?
The vast majority of our titles we promote for between $30 and $50.
Email List Traffic
We also immediately email out to our lists.
When we say immediately we mean immediately, normally within
MINUTES of our book going live on Amazon. Not 24 hours later, not
48 hours later… not when we might think about it in the shower –
immediately!
We know in many cases you won't have a list of a notable size.
However, we've managed to build a six-figure business without
particularly large email lists. This is actually an aspect that we are
currently working on, list building. We hope this will grow our
business even further over the next 12 months.
But even a small email list can make a real difference. If 20 people
buy your book within a two or three-hour period, you will see a
considerable rise in the sales ranking on Amazon. Any rise in the
sales ranking will immediately escalate your book up your particular
category's chart. This, in turn, will increase the visibility (eyeballs) of
your title and as a result your natural organic sales will increase as
well.
This is the whole point of any form of promotion.
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You are effectively paying for visibility (eyeballs on your book),
which in turn results in higher sales rank, which eventually will result
in sufficient organic traffic to your book to make it self-sustaining,
and people will buy the book purely from searches within Amazon.
If you don't have a particularly large list, then one thing that you
should look at doing especially in the early days, is attempting to do
promotions with other authors. Find their email address on their
websites or in the back of their books and email them to ask whether
they would be interested in a joint promotion. All the author can do is
say no.
The simplest solution is what we call a list swap. The idea of a list
swap is that they will mail out to their list about your book and vice
versa. You don’t actually “swap” lists; that would be unethical and
probably illegal in many countries.
This can work particularly well if there are a number of authors all
with quite small lists. It will probably be very unreasonable for you to
expect a major author with a very large list to mail out on your behalf
if you only have a small list to mail out to in return. But if you can
find a string of authors around your level, this particular strategy can
work very, very well.
RELIST
Another simple route to getting more sales is to re-list the book in a
new category.
I have seen this have significant effect on books.
The technique known as the laddering allows you to place your book
in a category with lower competition to start with.
We're all aware that Amazon have numerous charts, and books can
feature in any number of them. If you start off by placing your book
in one of these least competitive charts, then it will get eyeballs on it
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as it is ranking relatively high in that chart. In an ideal world, you will
want it ranking in the top 20, as that is the very front page of the
chart. In theory, the 20th best-selling book gets the same number of
eyeballs as the number one best-selling book, as it is featured on the
same page.
As your overall sales rank improves, you can message Amazon and
ask them to move categories again. You will NOW put it in a more
competitive category. Even though it will appear lower down in that
category's chart, the advantage of this is that the more competitive
chart has more eyeballs than the less competitive one. As a result,
even more people will end up seeing it, even though it has a “worse”
ranking in that chart.
If more people see it, you have greater chance of even more sales.
You can repeat this process going up and down the ladders
accordingly, depending on how your book is performing.
This simple, yet effective strategy, has performed really well for
many of our students in the past.
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This graphic might help to explain the laddering technique a little
more.

You would start your book in category C. It is not as competitive as
Category B and so your book appears at number 19 in that chart.
However, the chart is only viewed by 200,000 people each day. If you
switch up to Category B, your rank in that chart is going to fall to 41
as it is more competitive, even though your overall rank remains the
same. The advantage of this is that it averages 700,000 chart views a
day. Your book is going to get more eyeballs and, as a result,
hopefully more sales. As your book’s rank in Category B improves
with increased sales, at some point you make the choice to switch to
Category A. Again, the rank will fall in the more competitive chart,
even though your overall sales rank will remain the same. But you
how have the advantage of 1 million chart views a day. Your book
will get more eyeballs and, as a result, hopefully more sales.
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CPR is a combined strategy - you need to look at
implementing all THREE aspects at the same time for
the maximum results.
It is worth taking a moment just to mention that these actions are
likely to be completely worthless if your book has a string of bad
reviews. If that is the case, the CPR method probably isn't for you.
You need to look at more advanced methods like reincarnation, which
we will discuss later in this report.
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THE LEECHING METHOD
The leeching method is just a little extra bonus that we wanted to slip
into this report.
In medieval times, doctors used to believe that all manner of sickness
and illness were due to having too much blood in the body, which
they believed caused the humours to be out of balance. In order to
correct the balance of the humours, a course of leeches was
prescribed, that would physically suck the blood out of a sick person.
What you need to do with your books, even if they're successful, is to
ensure that you are sucking every single last penny out of them. It is
your duty as a business owner to do so.
A simple way to ensure that you are doing this is to make your
particular title available in both a paperback version and an audio
book version. Obviously this is in addition to the kindle version. Even
short paperbacks sell on Amazon. No, you aren’t going to sell
hundreds of copies in a week, but for the time and effort it takes for
you to create one by simply reformatting your kindle book, it is well
worth the effort. Remember, the IP of your book is an asset that
you're going to own for the rest of your life. Make the use of it!
Even just one sale of a paperback a month for the next 30 years is
going to make a real difference to your lifelong income, especially if
you have, say, 200 books out in the market place.
We particularly like audio books as an additional revenue stream.
Audio books can be created on the ACX platform at no cost.
If you aren’t aware of it, it is another Amazon owned website. It puts
authors in touch with narrators. You put your book out there for an
audition, a narrator will offer to produce it, when you like the sound
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of a particular narrator (yes they give you a sample), you offer them a
contract to produce it. When they accept, you split any profits you
make 50/50 with that narrator. The alternative is to pay your narrator
a fixed fee and keep all the profits. I personally feel that it is simply
better not to pay any upfront cost, and simply split the profits as they
come.
Our audio book sales produce a nice little extra bonus every month!
In fact, in a number of non-fiction genres I find that the audiobook
sales produce almost as much income as the kindle books.
Think about what I am saying here. For very little work (the total
work from our team for an audiobook is just 15 minutes) we could
DOUBLE the amount of income! Obviously, these aren’t typical
results across ALL genres, but there is a great opportunity to put more
money in your pocket!
This is something you can action RIGHT now. Take your best-selling
books and make them available for audition on ACX. Start sucking
every penny you can out of your titles.
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The Lazarus Method
The Lazarus method is for books that have sold well in the past but
are now reaching the end of their natural life cycle.
These books are likely to have received a positive response, sold well
and, as such, will probably have a number of good positive reviews.
What you need to do now is to bring that book back to the attention of
readers.
Remember, if your book is old, which it will be if you're considering
implementing the Lazarus method, new readers will likely have
discovered your particular genre since the initial release. A whole new
pool of potential readers will now be ready to market that book to.
All you have to do now is raise that book from the dead.
Simple..eh?
LAZARUS LITE
If your book is a higher priced book, i.e. $2.99 or above, then your
first action point would be a Kindle Countdown Deal supported by
promotion.
Kindle countdown deals offer you the opportunity to reduce your
book to just 99 cents for a limited number of days, while still
receiving the full 70% royalty.
You can, of course, only do this if your book is enrolled in KDP
Select.
Some people have a natural downer on KDP Select for some reason;
probably because of the exclusivity demands that Amazon enforce.
However, every single one of our books is enrolled exclusively with
Amazon purely for the page reads. We get significant amounts of
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money each and every month purely from Amazon page reads. For us
enrolment it is a no brainer.
Kindle Countdown Deals work best when supported by some kind of
promotion.
Firstly, the most obvious (and free) step would be to promote the
book to your reader lists when it comes out at the lower price. As it is
an older title, you are likely to have had new readers on your list since
this particular title was released. You are now offering them a great
deal to buy this title at a reduced price. You will get some sales from
this very simple action.
Remember:
More Sales = Better Sales Rank = More Visibility = More Sales
You need to be doing everything you possibly can to get every sale.
Small actions can result in a better sales rank, which in turn will result
in greater visibility.
Secondly, you should promote on Facebook. Just treat it as a pure
launch type strategy and run your advert for the duration of the Kindle
Countdown Deal, which is normally five days. Make sure that you
very prominently highlight in the advert that your book is ON SALE.
People are attracted to a bargain and cannot resist grabbing these
things when they become available. Be sure to make it clear that the
deal only lasts for a set number of days. Scarcity and a real deadline
encourages people to purchase straight away.
ON SA LE NOW . JUST 99C until 1st November. The Bestselling
Book MY GREA T BOOK is currently on sale. Don’t miss out on this
chance to grab a fantastic deal.
The final thing you should do, especially if your book has been so
exceedingly well received and has a string of positive reviews, is to
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pay for promotions with some of the numerous companies offering
this service. There are literally hundreds out there.
I’ve invested quite a lot of money in the past to test the effectiveness
of these services, MANY are unfortunately a complete waste of
money.
Personally, I have received very good results from Ereader News
Today and Book Sebds
I have no affiliation with these whatsoever, they are merely my
favourite two sites for this type of promotion.
They offer reasonable price rates with a good return on the
investment. Both have criteria that you will need to meet, so they
don't just accept anyone. This ensures that they don’t accept crap,
maintaining a high quality, which means that the readers of the
newsletter they send know they can purchase with confidence.
However, the criteria are not as strict as sites such as BookBub, on
which it is basically impossible to get a book on a featured deal,
especially for short reads.
These sites will email their readers about your book and you will get
sales.
The surge in sales will result in a higher sales rank. As you know by
now a higher sales rank will result in great visibility, which in return
results in higher sales, even when the book returns to its standard
price.
This process can be repeated every 3 months (the length of time a
book has to be enrolled in KDP Select for) If you intend to repeat it
that often, and there is no real reason NOT to, then try looking for
different companies to use for the mailing out, so that different
readers will see the promotion. We have included a list of various
companies in the back of the report.
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What if I have a 99c Book - what can I do?
Good question!
If yours is a book priced at the 99c point, then a Kindle Countdown
Deal won't be available to you. This is because your book is already
priced at the lowest possible price point.
However, there is always the option of setting your book for free.
Anybody who has followed us in the past knows that wherever
possible we are against giving away stuff for free.
However, there are times and places to use FREE, such as to build a
list.
This is another time that FREE works well.
Once again, in order to give your book away for free, you must be
enrolled in KDP Select. Access to Kindle Countdown Deals and the
free-book giveaways are reasons enough in my mind to ensure you
enrol in this program, let alone the benefits of all of the page reads.
There are some things you need to do in order to ensure that your free
book promo is a success. In fact, if done correctly, this variation of
Lazarus Lite will not only bring your book back to life, but should
also result in sales of other titles and add people to your email list.
The principle of a free giveaway is that once the “free” period ends,
your book still has traction in the Amazon search results and as a
result you get PAID sales at the end of it.
First of all, ensure that you've got links to all your other books in the
back of the book you intend to make available for free. This should be
done as par for the course, but as this is an older book, you need to
make sure that it's updated with all of your new and latest titles.
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Also ensure that there is a link to another free book in the back of the
book, and possibly the front as well, that goes to your email list
building tool. I know the principal driver of this particular strategy is
to reignite book sales of that particular title, but you may as well get
the added benefits of trying to get somebody onto an email list as
well. Let's face it, anyone who has downloaded a free book from
Amazon is likely to be attracted to the principle of free books. If
you're pointing them towards another free book in exchange for their
email list, then they are quite likely to take you up on that particular
offer.
You want to ensure, with the links in the back of your book, that if
they read the book and enjoy it, they have the option of
PURCHASING SOMETHING. This is why I do not advocate giving
your books away for free when you first launch a pen name. It's a
complete and utter waste of time and effort in my opinion, because
there is nothing else for your reader to buy after they have read that
first book. The ability to point a reader to the next book available to
read is one the extra benefits of giving something away for free!
Once again, I would promote your free book promo on BookSends
and Ereader News Today. Both have given me good results in the past
on free promotions.
This strategy works particularly well for the first book in any
particular series. By giving a book away for free, you can actually
bring back to life an entire SERIES of books. In my case, when I
apply this version of Lazarus Lite on a series, I ALWAYS point them
towards the box set of the series… it is far easier to get ONE SALE
based on value than a run of six sales as you try to drive them along
each book in the series.
There is a drawback that I should draw your attention to.
Principally, this will be that you will get a number of new poor
reviews.
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Why?
A free book will often attract readers outside of your traditional reader
base. This means that they won't particularly understand the genre and
will therefore not enjoy the book as much as the audience you are
actually writing for. This can result in a few 1 and 2 star reviews.
However, the advantages far outweigh the small minor inconvenience
and remember, you should only be trying this particular strategy if
your book has a number of good positive reviews already; one or two
low ranking reviews aren't going to matter quite so much in the
greater scheme.
CASE STUDY
We ran a free promotion on a book that did VERY WELL 12 months
ago. It was the first book in the series. We did EVERY step as
outlined above.
1. Ran for free and promoted on email list, Facebook and Book
Sends and ereader news today.
2. We had a sign up list in the front and back of the book to our
email list (where they can get more free books)
3. I directed them to the trilogy box set at the end.
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The image above shows some telling facts.
On the FIRST day of the promotion over 4000 people downloaded the
book. Over the full course of the promotion over 7000 people
downloaded.
The KNEP pages read actually leapt up DURING the promotion as
some people were clearly downloading with Kindle Unlimited as
opposed to the FREE download. This is great for us as we get PAID
for Kindle Unlimited downloads.
The image below shows that leap even better.

As well as the obvious increase in pages read. You can also see a
profound effect on the sales of the book once the promotion ended!
Just like Lazarus, the book has been brought back from the dead!
THAT IS NOT THE END OF THE STORY
I also pointed them towards the box set of the trilogy.
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The pages read on the trilogy were actually doing pretty well even
before the promo. They MAY show a slight rise after the promotion!
The real story behind the trilogy is in the SALES.
But you can see that the day the promo started, there was a small rise
in sales and then on the second day of the promo - 50 copies of the
box set were sold. And the sales numbers have remained higher than
normal since then.
Remember the trilogy wasn’t even the book we were promoting!
After checking the results of this promotion two months afterwards. I
discovered that BOTH the single title that we gave away free and the
box set that we directed them to after the download. Each made over
$300… so that is $600 made on this strategy. Yes, the books probably
would have made a baseline figure if we hadn’t undertaken this
strategy, but even if we call that $150, there is an extra $450 of
income produced. Plus, we have over 7000 new readers for this
penname. The true “value” is actually impossible to calculate.
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LAZARUS - THE FULL FAT VERSION
The “Full Fat Version” of the Lazarus method works particularly well
for non-fiction titles.
It is so simple it is breathtaking…
You make minor changes to your original title.
Add a chapter or two.
Make a few small changes or additions.
Then you release as a NEW EDITION.
With non-fiction books, you can put a caveat on the cover of the new
title “Revised and Updated."
This gets used time and time again in non-fiction titles where the
author comes upon a new bit of research, or adds a new section to the
book based on something that is relevant now.
It is something that mainstream publishers do with their authors ALL
the TIME. You can do just the same.
For just a small amount of invested time, you can use the content of
the old title to create something fresh that people will often rush to
buy again!
When using this method, always try to improve on the previous
version. For example, take on board any reviews you may have had.
In terms of a cover, unless your old cover is particularly hideous
because you released it so long ago, stick to something very similar
for the new version. You want people to link it as much as possible to
the old book in their mind. A similar cover will allow them to do just
that.
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When you re-launch your book, make sure that you promote well.
Make references to the old version and how popular it was!
Use the normal promotion routes.
1. Facebook
2. Email Lists
You MAY be able to use some of the promotion sites, but each will
have their own specific rules about new titles.
This method is so simple it is very often overlooked. The reason it
works so well is that Amazon’s algorithms are geared up to favour
NEW RELEASES! A new release will get to feature in special charts
such as the “Hot New Releases” which can really help drive sales
forward.
An important point to note: DO NOT REMOVE the previous edition
of the book from sale. You will still get some sales of that title as
well.
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Reincarnation
So, we come to the most severe of the different tactics that we can
use, Reincarnation.
We use this when a book is absolutely completely dead.
We class “dead” as being when it is making virtually no sales every
single month and it is languishing in the depths of despair in the
Amazon charts.
The principle of Reincarnation is ingrained in the Buddhist faith. It is
simply that when a creature dies, it is born again into a new life form.
That is exactly what we are going to do with our dead Kindle books.
You need to understand the difference between this method and
the Lazarus Full Fat method.
In the Lazarus Full Fat method, we release a second edition or revise
an outdated edition. That method should only be applied where the
book has done well.

The Reincarnation method should be used when the book
has never done well, or has a string of poor reviews, and
has generally not been well received.
Stage one in the Reincarnation method is to kill off the first book
completely.
Go into your KDP dashboard and unpublish the book.
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Now that the book is no longer for sale, we need to give it new life.
It needs to be reborn.
Reincarnated in a new form.

That means, we give it a new title and we release it under a
brand new, never seen before pen name.
Obviously, because the books details are now different, a new cover
has to be produced.
We also need to take note of the reviews from the previous life of the
book. For example, if it received a string of reviews saying that the
book needed editing, take this opportunity to correct that problem.
Take on board any commonly held views about the book. This
doesn’t just mean ONE PERSON’S view, but where a number are
commenting on a particular aspect; take the opportunity to incorporate
that into your reincarnated book.
Obviously, you can't do anything with regards to things like page
length etc. But in the case of clear actionable steps that can be made
to make the book better, implement them. It will be a good use of
your time.
When you re-launch your title under its new name, with the new pen
name and new cover, just consider some of the aspects of the CPR
method.
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Are you listing your book in the correct category, for example? If you
had no success in the one you tried before, it makes sense to try
something different.
Are you giving it sufficient promotion? This is a brilliant
opportunity to start afresh as though the first book had never
happened.
If you simply can’t use Facebook to target because there are no
options available, then revert to one of the book promotion sites.
Books Butterfly, for example, guarantee a set number of sales…
but that does come at a price.
There is little point in going through the steps of the Reincarnation
method if you aren't going to ensure that your book is in the most
suitable category, or if you aren't prepared to do at least some
promotion to help boost it.
This method works perfectly well for both non-fiction and fiction
titles.
In one particular fiction genre, we had three books languishing in the
depths of a particular chart for 12 months.
We thought it would make sense to re-launch them with new covers,
new titles and new pen names. We did just that, launched, ran our
promotion, and bang, we enjoyed instant success with the titles.
I've also done this numerous times with non-fiction titles.
Where the book had gained no traction as soon as it was reborn with a
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different, more engaging title, suddenly there was a surge of sales.
This method can be used time and time again.
In fact, with one particular non-fiction title, I changed the title, cover,
and pen name no less than five times before the book achieved the
success I knew it deserved.
Don't give up.
In many cases it is far easier to relaunch a book than it is to have a
brand new one written.
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REPACKAGE
Finally, the most obvious solution to breathe new life into a book is to
release your titles in box sets. This works particularly well with
fiction genres, but it can also work well with non-fiction titles.
Box sets provide our biggest chunk of income! Some have made
almost $20,000!
This is amazing considering all we are doing is re-releasing books that
we have already released, but in a brand new format. We add them
together and we provide value for the reader by making them at a
lower price than they would have to pay on an individual book by
book basis
The reader MUST be seen to be getting VALUE FOR MONEY or
they won’t buy.
However, it is not the royalties that provide our best line of income.
The best income comes in terms of page reads.
Think about it.
Once a reader downloads a box set, they're likely to read through the
entire series of titles before moving onto something else.
It is a very good way for you to get them engaged in your books. It is
far easier to get them to download just one title than it would be to get
them to download a series of 12 individually.
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The trick with box sets is that wherever possible, you ensure that your
best book is the first book in the set, and then you rank them down to
your worst performing book.
You want to ensure that the readers keep on wanting to read.
If they're presented with a weak title, they might stop reading and you
stop getting page reads. So you always want to keep the level of
interest and engagement high. So, start off with your best book and
work your way down to the worst.
Of course, in some cases that tactic isn't possible, because you will
have written books in a series that naturally follow a progressive
order. If that is the case, that is the way you will have to publish the
title.
Always think value when you're creating box sets.
Make the reader think, "I simply can't miss this."
In fact, many of our box sets are released at 99 cents simply to get
page rank and then we get the money on the back from the page reads.
What size works well for box sets?
This is a question we get asked many times, and the simple answer is
any. We have had great success with box sets of 3,4,6, 8, 12 all the
way up to 30.
We also repackage smaller box sets into bigger box sets.
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Time to implement
One final point; there has been a significant amount of actionable
information in this report.
However, it will do you no good if you do nothing with it.
One final point, there has been a significant amount of actionable
information in this report. However, it will do you no good if you do
nothing with it. The fact that it's actionable information means that
you need to start implementing some of these methods right now.
The first step I would suggest would be to do an audit of your titles
and decide which of the various methods we have discussed you are
going to implement for each particular title.
Within a matter of hours, you can be reviving books that were dying.
You can have additional sales.
You can have additional page reads…
but you have to go ahead and implement the information.
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List of Book Promotion Sites.
Note we have NOT used all of these sites and do not vouch for them.
Many Books
Get Free Ebooks
Ereader News Today
BookBub
Obooko
Read Cheaply
Awesome Gang
Kindle Nation Daily
Author Marketing Club
Story Finds
BookRunes
The Women’s Nest
Book Goodies
The Kindle Book Review
Book Daily
Ebook Stage
Buck Books
The Fussy Librarian
Just Kindle Books
Books Butterfly
Kindle Book Promos
Free Discounted Books
Fire and Ice Book Tours
Bargain eBook Hunter
Bookbear
Zwoodle Books
Spoiled Reader
GoodKindles
Steamy Romance Books
The Wall of Books
Bibliotastic
Book Deal Hunter
Kufads
The Independent Author Network
Daily Free Books
The Wall of Books
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